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There is recognition in the UK National Health Service (NHS) that new and innovative solutions to enduring health problems are required. Innovation, Health and
Wealth (DoH 2011) describes the need for a radical change in response to how
services are delivered and a design-led approach offers a potential way to
facilitate this.
This paper will reflect on an innovative project to critically explore modes of
interaction between designers, NHS staff and patients.

ment in which to effect change and that some clinicians had a preconception
of design as a service to quickly solve complex problems, without an understanding of the creative thinking processes and reflection inherent in creative
design practice. However once clinicians were exposed to the design process
they could quickly understand the power of the approach and see how it
might enhance their own practice.

The design team was granted unprecedented access to the NHS through their
involvement in User-centred Healthcare Design (UCHD), a National Institute
for Health Research (NIHR) funded project. For six months between September
2012 and February 2013 the designers engaged with clinical staff to respond
to and better understand their perceived clinical needs.
Engagement took the form of a series of case studies, which were initiated
by clinical staff. These case studies ranged from evaluating walking frames
with physiotherapists to the ‘wicked’ problem of increasing dietary and fluid
intake on a ward for elderly patients. The designers followed a design research
process and were able to demonstrate a wide range of alternative responses to
the initial challenge and help staff move from a problem focused to a solutions
focused approach.
The paper will present a selection of the case studies, the process and outputs
from the engagement and reflections on this unique model of engagement.
Initial reflections are that, unsurprisingly, the NHS is a challenging environ-

Figure 1: Designers shadowing a Dietician on a ward for post-operative
elderly patients, Sheffield Northern General Hospital
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